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President’s Report
ASF President: John Cugley
The ASF is primarily an Environmental
Organisation protecting and conserving
Australian caves and karst. We do this in
various ways, including through the hard work
of the Commissions. Thank you to the ASF
members on the Executive and the
Commissions for all their work and effort in
making sure that the Federation is functioning
smoothly to achieve the goal of looking after
Australia’s caves and karst.
The ASF is run completely by volunteers who
give up their time and expertise for free. This
can impact not only the volunteers but also
their families and partners who support them in
their efforts, so I’d like to extend a thank you to
them as well.
In 2018 the ASF has supported various
projects conserving caves and karst as
outlined in the Commissioners’ reports. There
are many worthwhile ideas out there and
maybe you have been thinking about one for
some time but not sure how to action it. I
encourage you to approach your club and put
pen to paper and submit a funding application.
No project is too small and every idea has an
opportunity to make a difference.
As reported in some of the Commissioner’s
reports, we have been very lucky once again in
2018 in that we had no long term serious
caving injuries or deaths. I am sure that there
may also have been many close calls that
were perhaps not reported. Please report all
incidents to the SLARM Commissioner, Darren
Brooks so that we can make caving safer for
all, by assessing incidents and disseminating
recommendations to help all cavers.
A big thanks to the Organising Committee of
the biennial ASF Conference, The Darkness
Beneath in Tasmania. They have put in a great
st
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deal of time and effort over the past few years
to make sure that we all have a great time with
seamless efficiency and get some great caving
in as well. If you have ever been involved in
organising a conference it is like a swimming
duck – calm on the surface, but always
paddling furiously underneath.
As you may be aware, the Executive have
been holding some preliminary sessions with
Steve Milner (Non-Executive Vice President
Strategic Planning) on developing a draft
strategic plan for the ASF to be presented at
the Tasmanian conference. I am looking
forward to some robust discussion, ideas and
input from the attendees along with the
broader membership.
At this time of year we also take a few minutes
to spare a thought with the families and loved
ones for the Speleos that have passed away in
the past 12 months. Their wisdom and
contributions will be missed. We have also
been blessed as an organisation to receive
items including books, research, maps,
contributions to the karst fund and other legacy
items that will help a whole new generation of
cavers benefit from the experience of those we
have lost. We thank their families for their
generosity.
We welcome new faces, ideas and input. So
before the next AGM think about what role you
can play in shaping the future of the ASF to
assist in protection of caves and karst in
Australia. Consider nominating for a position
on the Executive, volunteering to assist on a
commission, or submit an article to Caves
Australia.
But most importantly – keep caving safely and
enjoying the company of fellow Speleos!
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Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer: Grace Matts

See Appendix 1 for Financial Statements

The ASF Karst Conservation
Fund
Nicholas White

Introduction
This year has seen some changes. The Fund
is organised through the Karst Conservation
Fund Commission that is responsible for fund
raising, assessing and monitoring projects and
providing advice to the Directors of the Fund.
John Dunkley AM, died early in 2018. He along
with Peter Berrill worked through registration of
the Fund that occurred in 2001. This left a gap
in the number of “Directors” of the Fund. The
ASF Executive decided that the ASF Treasurer
(Grace Matts) and I should become Directors.
The other matter is that from July 2019, the
Fund will report to the Department of Finance
instead of the Department of Environment
because of legislative changes.
Finances
Fund raising has been slow and this needs to
be reorganised and improved upon. Both the
Save Cliefden Caves Campaign and the
Rimstone Cooperative’s purchase of the
Shades of Death cave property have received
targeted donations that the Directors
approved. The Executive provided some
proceeds from the International Caving
Congress to the Fund.

papers as well as a Caves Australia #205
report. Suffice to say no White Nose Syndrome
fungus was detected in bent-wing bats in
South Australia or Victoria and nor were
viruses, which pose a zoonotic risk to humans,
detected. The fungus which causes histoplasmosis (Histoplasma capsulatum) was
detected which was always suspected.
There were no findings that could explain the
decline in the population sizes of the two bats
in Southern Victoria and South Australia.
• Matej Lipar and Mateja Ferk Nullarbor’s
Mysterious North Project. Vehicle problems
precluded completion of the project during the
2018 summer. A repeat trip is planned but a
time has not been determined. Some sampling
of water and gypsum was undertaken. Isotopic
analysis of these samples indicates that the
calcium sulphate salt is of marine origin
originating from the Timor Sea and not to rock
dissolution.
• M-3 Shades of Death Cave property
purchase by Rimstone Cooperative Ltd. The
Fund is supporting the raising of money for this
purchase, allowing donors to get a tax
deductible receipt from the Fund. People
associated with caving during the 1970s
developed it as a Show Cave. The cave and
property was offered by the owners to
Rimstone Cooperative Ltd. Rimstone Cooperative Ltd purchased the property and are
now repairing cave infrastructure and
developing a management strategy for it.
• Cave Animal of the Year. Cathie Plowman
initiated this program. It is intended to launch
with the first Cave Animal of the Year during
the ASF Conference, The Darkness Beneath
in January 2019. It will have its own website
and a new Cave Animal will be featured each
year.

Current Projects

Future Projects

• Population Dynamics of the critically
endangered southern bent-wing bat, Emmi van
Harten, PhD, Latrobe University. The project
support was for inserting PIT capsules into the
bats to monitor their movements. It will take
more time but has been very productive in
understanding bat movements between caves.

• Vulnerability of Cave Dwelling Bats to WNS.
The Fund has indicated support for this
projected Australian Research Council (ARC)
Linkage Project. This Linkage Project will
involve study of hibernating and over-wintering
cave dwelling bat caves. It is being organised
out of Western Sydney University and involves
scientists with expertise in the physiology of
hibernation. ASF support will be both financial
as well as “in kind” which will involve support
with records information and participation in
cave fieldwork and monitoring.

• Health Survey of Bent-Wing Bats, PhD
project of Peter Holz, University of Melbourne
This project studied both the southern bentwing bat (Miniopterus orianae bassanii) of
Western Victoria and south eastern South
Australia as well as the eastern bent-wing bat
(M. orianae oceanensis) of Eastern Victoria. It
is largely finished with a number of published
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• Palaeoconservation Initiative. Initial planning
is being undertaken at Adelaide University on
an ARC Centre of Excellence with a number of
other partners. If this is not successful then an
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application for an ARC Linkage Project will be
made. A high proportion of important
palaeontological sites are located in caves.
The ASF, through the Fund, has indicated
interest in being both a financial supporter as
well as providing “in kind” support on cave
information as well as support with field work.
Conclusions
The Fund has supported some very good
research projects through support of PhD
projects in recent times. These have furthered
speleological knowledge and significant
scientific papers have been published from the
results. The Fund is not limited in what it can
fund. Projects need to be relevant to the ASF
objectives.
There is a need for further fund raising
initiatives as well as publicising some of the
work undertaken through the Fund. People
interested in furthering the impact of the Fund
in its operations should contact Nicholas White
through asf.karstfund.info(at)gmail.com.

Conservation Commissions
National
Nicholas White

Cave conservation is extremely complex. The
caving community is rightly jealous and
protective of the karst estate. The ASF
espouses Codes of Ethics and Minimal Impact.
Some management authorities adopt these
with acknowledgement.









What effects have these codes had?
It is probably true that there has been
less cave graffiti recently but what of the
trampling of floor passages, widening of
tracks, damage to speleothems or the
cave biota and other components of
wear and tear on the caves we, and the
community, use?
Is it time we stood back and assessed
the question of the sustainability of
recreational caving in Australia?
If there are problems then what should
we do to address them?
Is anyone using a photo monitoring
approach to measuring and assessing
change in particular caves?
Are there other assessment methods for
such monitoring?
What would a report titled “The State of
the Caves” include?

st
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In starting this report with the challenge of
overuse of particular recreation caves, I do not
wish to moralise but to suggest that we should
be very aware of the challenges of leaving
things for the next generation. One of the
responses of Management Agencies in several
jurisdictions is to introduce Cave Management
Zones within particular areas and parts of
caves. Is this a robust tool or just window
dressing, and how should the caving
community respond? Some of these questions
will be explored in the “Cave Access,
Conservation and Management” Forum at the
Darkness Beckons, Conference, Devonport,
January 2019.
Save Cliefden Caves Campaign
The campaign to object to dam construction on
the Belubula River, that could have flooded the
Cliefden Caves, has now worked to its
conclusion. The ASF, the Save Cliefden Caves
Association and other groups under the
auspices of the Nature Conservation Council
NSW conducted this campaign. The NSW
National Trust nominated the Cliefden Caves
Area and associated fossil exposures in the
limestone for inclusion on the NSW Heritage
Register. After some consultation with Orange
Speleological
Society
(OSS)
on
the
boundaries, the nomination was accepted and
approved by the Minister. OSS instigated
studies on the cave dwelling bats (eastern
horseshoe bat and eastern bent-wing bat) as
well as the forest bats of the Belubula River
valley. Information on the bat populations was
important in the campaign.
There is no question that there are water
issues in the communities of the Central West.
There is still a perception that there should be
more available water for farming and mining
interests and that this should be provided in
the interests of development and productivity.
Denis Marsh represented the ASF and OSS on
the Lachlan Valley Water Security Community
Reference Group. This group provided
important input as Water NSW and its
consultants worked through community issues
with proposals for dams at various locations
and on environmental values of the Cliefden
Caves in particular. The Needles Gap site was
quickly discounted and the focus was then
about Cranky Rock dam sites, dam wall
heights and the effects which might occur
when the dam is full on the lower levels of the
caves. These lower levels do fill with water
during high flood levels at present. The new
cave surveys undertaken by SUSS and OSS,
together with Ian Household’s studies, better
informed the understanding of the base levels
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of some of the caves. This was useful material
with which to object to a dam on the Belubula
River at Cranky Rock.
Water NSW submitted its investigations to the
NSW Cabinet in 2017. In October 2018 the
NSW Cabinet decided its position on the Water
Security Investigations for the Lachlan River
and Central West. These were that no dam on
the Belubula River was to be built and that a
business case for lifting the dam height of the
Wyangala Dam be investigated. This
effectively means the Cliefden Caves and
associated limestone fossils are not under
threat from flooding. The Water Minister, Niall
Blair, announced the decisions relating to the
report that a dam at Cranky Rock “would be
tied up in Green and Red tape for many years
and we wouldn’t see anything flowing through
to the community.” This was a remarkable
comment attesting to the strength of the
positions put to the Government, the inquiry
and the media by the wide array of community
organisations involved in the campaign.
It is proposed to connect the existing Rowland
and Carcoar dams to provide more flexibility in
the water system. Lifting the dam height of the
Wyangala Dam would provide some water
security as well as mitigating flood impacts.
This last component will be the subject of a
business case analysis.
This was a very successful campaign that
produced the result of no new dams and
recognising the significance of the Cliefden
Caves and surrounds, including the Belubula
River valley.
Snowy 2.0
Too late in the piece, I was advised of the EIS
for the “Exploratory Works” for the proposed
Snowy 2.0 project. This is a pumped storage
scheme, to augment electric power availability,
in the Snowy Mountains. This may impact the
Yarrangobilly Karst and in particular the Ravine
Area. The question of disposal of spoil from
drilling operations has been raised by several
of the respondents to the inquiry. The ASF did
not respond to the EIS for this first stage of
Exploratory Works.
Quinkan Country, Northern Queensland
This area has many rock shelter paintings and
was nominated for the National Heritage List.
The ASF supported the nomination. The area
has had historic mining activity. The
nomination was accepted in November 2018.
Such a listed site does not stop normal
activities of local landholders and graziers but
any development proposals would trigger
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automatic assessment under the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act.
The protections conferred by the EPBC Act
were not enough to have the Chillagoe and
Mitchell River karst gain similar listing
approval!
South Australia Nullarbor
Management Plan 2017

Parks:

Draft

This draft plan has produced some angst
amongst the ASF clubs involved in exploration
activities on the SA Nullarbor Plain.
The Plan starts from a framework of aboriginal
ownership. The Mirning are the recognised
owners and they exercise this through the
Nullarbor Parks Advisory Council and a CoManagement Board. At the present time
caving trips require a Scientific Permit that only
VSA, CEGSA and FUSSI have taken out for
particular projects. This requirement for a
Scientific Permit has shut down cave
exploration on the South Australian Nullarbor
except for those groups with a Scientific
Permit.
Management and the Mirning owners certainly
understand the position that has been
expressed by the submissions from cavers and
others to the Draft Plan. We await the next
steps.
PFAS contamination of Water Tables
Per- and Poly-fluroakyl substances were used
in firefighting foams at Defence and Civil
Airports and in other uses. The problem is that
the chemicals have very long lives in the
environment. There have been adverse human
health effects which have been attributed to
these chemicals. From a karst perspective the
chemicals can spread in water tables,
particularly karst aquifers such as around
Katherine, NT, but additionally it is not known
whether the Perth aquifers or those of the Mt
Gambier Province are also contaminated and
to what levels. These chemicals were
implicated in adverse health effects of workers
and trainees at the Fiskville training facility in
Victoria.
State and Federal governments, including the
Defence Department, are now having to be
very proactive in their responses and
monitoring of PFAS.
Would we have been better served with a
Federal Environment Protection Agency or
should the Commonwealth Department of
Environment have been very much timelier in
actions and advice to Government?
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Australia’s Faunal Extinction Crisis – Senate
Inquiry
On behalf of the ASF, and in particular the
Commission and the Karst Conservation Fund,
I made a submission to this Senate Inquiry.
The EPBC Act listed root mat communities
have been severely damaged or lost because
of inadequate water from the drought in the
Western Australian lower South-East and at
Yanchep.
There are other cave related faunal issues that
were also included in the submission.
The Karst Conservation Commission has
invested in PhD studies to define the issues
contributing to the decline of the southern
bent-wing bat population in SW Victoria and
the Lower South East of South Australia.
The Senate Committee has not yet reported.
The inquiry was instigated by the Labor Party
and the non-government Senators. Most
submissions were emphatic that there was
inadequate expenditure on activities to protect
Australia’s biodiversity.
Timor Quarry, Stoneco Ltd.
The quarry has started works. NHVSS has
started inquiries about noise, dust control, and
the required monitoring required under the
operating license. As yet no satisfactory
answers have been provided.
White Nose Syndrome (WNS)
The disease risk from the introduction of the
White Nose Syndrome fungus (Pseudogymnoascus destructans) into Australia
remains for our cave dwelling bats. This fungus
has devastated the cave dwelling bat
populations in the United States and Canada.
The fungus has not been found in southern or
eastern bent-wing bats in Victoria and south
eastern South Australia. This finding was from
studies by Dr Peter Holz supported by the
Karst Conservation Fund. As yet, no
conclusive reasons for population declines in
these cave dwelling bat species have been
established for these bat populations.
Further studies on the over wintering
physiology of cave dwelling bats of south
eastern Australia are proposed in studies by
Western Sydney researchers.
Caves and mines throughout the Northern
Hemisphere used by bats, are likely to have
the fungus. Australian cave dwelling bats are
naïve to the fungus and the cave dwelling bat
populations are considered at risk if the fungus
is introduced. The fungus grows very well in
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cold temperatures and particularly causes
morbidity and mortality in bats during
hibernation. Bats in south eastern Australia are
considered at risk if the fungus is introduced.
Such an introduction could be from the
clothing, boots or equipment of visitors or
returning travellers who have visited Northern
Hemisphere caves or mines recently. This
particularly could be cavers, speleologists or
cave management personnel. At this stage it is
unknown what quarantine measures might be
introduced for travellers by Border Control.
Travellers returning from the Northern
Hemisphere who visited caves and mines,
which includes cavers, cave scientists or cave
managers or guide personnel should adhere to
strict guidelines (published on the ASF
website) to decontaminate their clothing, boots
and equipment before visiting Australian
caves.
The ASF and the Organising Committee for the
Penrith International Caving Congress in July
2017, instituted a deliberate regime to disinfect
cave clothing, boots and equipment of field trip
participants. We are yet to see how Border
Control intends to provide facilities to reduce
the risk of the introduction of the WNS fungus
into Australia.
I represent the ASF and the interests of cave
dwelling bats on the Bat Health Focus Group
(BHFG), Wildlife Health Australia and have
done so for 4 years. My training and
background is as a microbiologist.
The BHFG consists of experts in bat health
from state departments of animal, veterinary
and environment agencies as well as bat care
organisations. In particular, there are
representatives from the Australasian Bat
Society, CSIRO and the Commonwealth
Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources.
Most of the considerations of the BHFG relate
to human and animal disease risk from bats. In
recent time the disease risk to humans has
been Australian Bat Lyssavirus and Hendra
Virus and for bat diseases, it is the White Nose
Syndrome
fungus
(Pseudogymnoascus
destructans).
This participation in the BHFG allows me to
influence work and research on bat health
undertaken by Wildlife Health Australia as well
as the capacity to influence quarantine policy
implementation at the Border. This is still being
worked through with the Border Control
Department and the Departure of Agriculture
and Water Resources.
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Native Title and Karst Ownership Changes
The caving community has traditionally worked
with land managers. These have been private
property owners in some states, station
lessees in other states and the State
Governments themselves. Some very real
changes are occurring now as local Aboriginal
groups, through legislative co-management
agreements, are changing access conditions.
This recognition of native title rights has been
many years coming. In Victoria, the Gunai
Kurnai agreement with Parks Victoria provides
very real input and employment for local
Aboriginal groups in places like Buchan,
Murrindal and the outlying areas such as New
Guinea Ridge.
Similar involvement with traditional owners
occurs in the Northern Territory. The Bullita
karst system is in the Judburra-Gregory
National Park.
In South Australia, the direction of
management for the SA Nullarbor is now with
the traditional owners, the Mirning people,
which is exercised through the Nullarbor
National Park Advisory Council. There is comanagement
support
through
Natural
Resources Alinytjara Wilurara based in
Ceduna.
Western Australia is also undergoing similar
ownership changes that involve access
changes to karst areas.
This section is included as the effects are
beginning to change cave access and require
interaction with the traditional owners. In many
cases visits to the caves require owner
custodians to be present. Both the caving
community and traditional owners have much
to share in how caves are respected and
conserved for their wide range of values.
Summary
State
and
Federal
Departments
are
underfunding land management agencies. This
has ramifications on cave and karst
management. This is not a reflection of which
side of politics is in Government. It is what the
politicians think they can get away with. If
better management is wanted for Australia’s
karst estate, then more political pressure is
needed.
The value of National Heritage Listing cannot
be under estimated. It is time ASF started
nominating karst areas for inclusion on the List.

st
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The Executive has been on notice that it is
probably time for me to relinquish chairing
the Conservation Commission. It needs
more energy, innovation and networking than I
currently give to the position.

Canberra Speleological Society
Marg Coggan

CSS members have been busy on a number of
conservation matters this year.
Protection of Harmans Valley lava flow in
western Victoria.
Several members of CSS sent submissions on
this matter and two members attended the
public hearing in Hamilton with one, John
Brush, speaking to his submissions (formally
submitted on behalf of ACKMA and the UIS
Commission on Volcanic Caves). It is really
pleasing to see that the Victorian Minister has
approved the relevant amendment, which was
gazetted in mid-October 2018, to permanently
protect this significant landscape.
Cotter Cave
CSS has been working with ACT Parks to
remove graffiti and rubbish from the ACT's
largest accessible cave for a number of years.
Over this period the gate/barrier has been
breached on numerous occasions requiring a
number of fixes. However, the barrier has
proven to be of little use in these days of
portable angle-grinders. The barrier is also not
very bat-friendly. CSS has been trying to raise
the funds via ACT Granting bodies to replace
the barrier/gate but have been frustrated by
the ASF PL insurance limit of $10m ($20m is
required to apply for the key grant in the ACT).
The situation at the cave has escalated this
year with the discovery that the angle-grinders
were not only being used to cut through the
barrier but are being used to slice into and cut
off pieces of the cave. It took some time and
intervention via the ACT Heritage Office
(Cotter Cave is part of a Heritage site) for ACT
Parks to take the matter seriously. However,
the situation has recently improved after
intensified lobbying efforts by CSS with ACT
Parks and, critically, the ACT Heritage Office.
We believe that ACT Parks is currently getting
quotes for a new gate/barrier, that they have
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found the money to pay for it (but this is not
locked in) and have scheduled a date to install
the new structure in early 2019.
The presence of bats for part of the year has
been a critical part of the planning and we
hope that ACT Parks have listened to the
advice provided. CSS will continue to monitor,
state including using the Heritage Office again
if required
Ravine/Lob’s Hole.
The environmental impact documentation for
the first stage of Snowy 2.0 (the “Exploratory
Works”) was only available for public
inspection and comment for about 4 weeks. As
it consisted of some 3,800 pages of
documentation, it was not possible to
undertake a detailed evaluation. However
three members of CSS did put in submissions
concerning the importance of the tufa deposits
(the largest in south-eastern Australia) and the
presence of bent-wing bats, which the EIS
initially dismissed as not having suitable
foraging or roosting sites in the area. Over the
last two months members of CSS has also
visited the area a number of times to further
document the location of karst features, mainly
tufa deposits and mine sites, and bat roosting
sites. The largest tufa sites should not be
affected by the planned work but a couple of
smaller sites will be impacted by road works.
One mine site that has limited evidence of bat
usage will be buried. Another bat site, where
there is considerable evidence of seasonal
roosting, is close to the river and will not be
directly impacted but could be significantly
affected by increased visitation from works
staff. Our concerns on this aspect have been
discussed with and acknowledged by NSW
Parks staff.

Access Policy determination. Some basic
management has already been installed in the
form of ‘no go’ signage for a very delicate area,
some string-lining and route markers.
The vehicular track into the Kubla Khan car
park has been cleared and about 200 m of the
walking track brush-cut.
While visiting the area NHVSS conducted a
minor cleaning job in Croesus on behalf of
Karstcare and more recently a flow stone climb
in Kubla has been cleaned, making it less
slippery while we were taking in equipment for
a forthcoming project.
For the ASF conference, Karstcare has
negotiated with the Tasmania Parks and
Wildlife Service seven management trips to
enable conference delegates to access this
magnificent cave. Each group will be expected
to carry out about one-hour of cleaning the
Xanadu rock fall route, using brushes and a
siphon hose that has already been installed.
Also, pre-conference the Devils Pot track will
have a working bee to clear several fallen
trees.

Speleological Council Reports
NSW Speleological Council
Colin Tyrrell

Jenolan Caves
Following the Government’s announcement of
the grant for works on the reserve, the only
work so far has been the partial dismantling of
the exit track from the Lucas Cave. No one is
really sure if this is the start the works or not.

Karstcare
David Wools-Cobb

The Tasmanian Karstcare group has been
continuing to contribute to cave management
in caves of the Mole Creek Karst National Park
with a total of 134 hours so far this year.

The 2013 Draft plan of management is still just
that – a draft. However this may change with
the changes that occurred last year.

We have replaced the boot wash station in
Cyclops Cave and serviced all boot wash
stations in Kubla Khan Cave and Tailender
Cave.

Chris Norton has advised that a meeting was
held after last October. His brief report
contains some concerns about the impact of
the Snowy 2.0 project on the Lobbs Hole
Limestone.

The mapping project of Blackshawl Spider
Complex System (over 2,000 m of cave) has
been completed in readiness for a Cave

st
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been involved in on-going Cave Access Policy
meetings with PWS.

Yarrangobilly
George Bradford has moved to Dorrigo NP. I
sent a letter of thanks for his involvement with
the Speleo Community and wished him well in
his new position.
Denis Marsh may have more information at the
Council meeting in November.
Advice about the pending recruitment from
John Brush was forwarded to the ASF
Members list.
NSW NPWS Cave Access Policy review
Deborah Johnston submitted an initial
submission to OEH regarding use of
rebreathers and other issues in November
2017. A follow up submission was forwarded to
both KMAC and NPWS/OEH in late August. If
anyone would like a copy please contact me –
it is quite large.
Timor Quarry

An on-going joint survey project between clubs
has added a further 760 m to the survey of
Mersey Hill Cave. We are still unsure exactly
where the end of this cave is!
PWS offered TSLC the opportunity of a funded
place in a Rope Access course, and Cath
Hemley of NC was nominated.
TSLC determined a policy on Cave Rescue
Exercises for Northern Tasmania which had
been requested by PWS.
After several years as President of TSLC, Deb
Hunter resigned and was thanked for her
contribution, with Stefan Eberhard being
elected to this role and Dave Wools-Cobb
continuing as Secretary.

Speleological Council of Western
Australia

I have had some correspondence from Garry
Smith regarding increased work at the Timor
Quarry. Garry has sent letters off to various
NSW Government departments who claim
there is no issue.

No report received

I have been in touch with Chris Norton and he
has responded to me.

Matt Smith

Tasmanian Speleological Liaison
Council

The SA Speleological Council met twice in
2018, and discussed other topics of
importance via email correspondence over the
course of the year.

Secretary: Dave Wools-Cobb

Two meetings were conducted during this year
in conjunction with Australian Cave Rescue
Commission exercises in the Mole Creek area.
At each meeting reports are tabled from all four
clubs, Karstcare and the ACRC Northern
Tasmanian coordinator.
The forthcoming ASF Conference has been a
major focus all year, which will be hosted by
Northern Caverneers Inc with a committee
headed by Jessica Bayles and members from
NC, STC and Savage River Caving Club (nonASF but very involved). The conference will be
held at Reece High School in Devonport from
Dec 30, 2018 to Jan 5, 2019 with two days of
pre-conference caving and approximately six
days of post-conference caving.
TSLC consulted with the Tasmanian Parks &
Wildlife Service (PWS) on an infrastructure
proposal for the Honeycomb Cave area due to
flood damage, and several members have
st
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South Australian Speleological
Council

The council continue to discuss a range of
issues confronting the 3 main caving bodies in
South Australia. This includes:
• Continuing to work with the Nullarbor Special
Interest Group and SA Department of
Environment for the Nullarbor Parks Draft
Management Plan.
• Continuing working with the Naracoorte
Caves National Park with their cave zoning
project.
• Discussions with One Forty One and Forestry
SA regarding recent access limitations to
caves on their property.
• Discussion of a potential ASF Conference to
be held at Ceduna and the Nullarbor in 2021.
• Running a combined clubs Search and
Rescue event at Corra-Lynn Cave in
September 2019.
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Commission Reports

hazards, rewards and how we visit them safely
so often. In all of my interviews, I found the
media genuinely interested in understanding
(but I didn’t do TV, or commercial radio).

Australian Cave Rescue
Convenor: Brian Evans

Professional Commendation Award - Midnight
Hole Cave, Mystery Creek Tasmania rescue
Grant Requests
I chased up Chillagoe Caving Club and STC
who were planning exercises that could benefit
from ASF funding. CCC had arranged their
own funding. STC were asking around the
state for priorities when Tham Luang got in the
way.
Clare Buswell of FUSSI and I have been
communicating about rescue communications
systems, for which they are requesting a grant
from FUSSI.
STC/NC was successful with their request to
fund rescue equipment. This will supplement
the money they have sourced through the
Tasmanian Community Fund and club funds
and see Tasmania pretty well equipped for any
rescue eventualities in time for the influx of
cavers at the national Conference.
I’d like to suggest that we encourage use of
ASF funding to get instructors to travel to train
cavers in other areas, and encourage rescue
team members to travel to train with other
teams by removing this from the $2,000 per 2
year state cap. After all, both the state visited
and the state that travels, benefit from our
funding. It’s great that clubs are sourcing other
funding for rescue equipment but training and
experience in exercises is also very important.
Improving the communication, understanding
and trust between rescue cavers will help
readiness in the event of small scale needs
and in the event that cavers need to respond
nationally for a rescue.

Congratulations to Members of STC,
Paramedics and the Tasmanian Police Search
and Rescue who were awarded the National
Safety Council Professional Commendation
th
Award their rescue at Midnight Hole on 13
July 2017 prior to the UIS Congress.
Issues and Ideas
The Tham Luang incident will, most likely,
spike an interest in caving. If clubs are keen for
new members, they should be pro-active in
further prompting interest, and be ready with
introductory activities!
Darkness Beneath Conference Activities
The current plan is for presentation/
discussions at the Darkness Beneath
Conference regarding:










Sharing what is happening with rescue
training in different parts of Tasmania.
Sharing what is happening with rescue
training in different parts of the Mainland.
The Margaret River rescue plan.
Use of concrete screws.
Sharing what is happening with rescue
preparedness.
On site practical: party self-rescue
techniques.
Midnight Hole Rescue 2017.
Thailand Lessons Symposium Report
from the Department of Home Affairs
symposium.
One day rescue exercise at Mole Creek
post-conference.

Promoting Collaboration

Training

There has been much email correspondence
(extra thanks to Tham Luang for promoting
more communication!). As preparation for the
ASF Conference presentation I have surveyed
many of those interested in cave rescue in
Australia.

I have a request from Deb Johnson to attend a
sump rescue workshop and become a trainer.

International Relations
I did not expect to be doing anything on the
international front.
Tham Luang Nang Non

Future Activities of the ACRC
I am planning a national rescue workshop at
possibly Naracoorte, late September or early
October 2019 with Harry Harris as the star
attraction.
I am planning to go to the SAREX in NZ in
March and I think Deb Hunter and Al Warild
will join me.

I wrote two opinion pieces in Fairfax: July 6
and July 20, 2018. A huge thanks to the many
cavers that stepped up to try to educate media
and the public about our chosen activity, its

st
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Cave diving was prominent in the media in
2018, with the cave rescue in Tham Luang
cave, Thailand. The efforts of CEGSA member
Richard Harris and Craig Challen extended
what was thought possible for a sump diving
rescue. They are to be congratulated for their
conduct as key players in this ground breaking
rescue.

Awards
Convenor: Miles Pierce

Public interest in this event did cause issue for
members fielding questions from the media
who wanted to speak to a cave diving expert.
This may need better coordination, if such an
event happens again in the future.
Notices inviting nominations for ASF Awards to
be conferred at the 31st ASF Conference,
along with information on the awards
themselves, have been included in the three
issues eSpeleo Bulletins for this year (Mar, Jun
and Sep) up to the closing date for receipt of
nominations at 30 Sep 2018. (This has
followed on from similar notices included in
eSpeleo Bulletins for Sep and Dec 2017).

Cave and Karst Numbering

In accordance with the Awards Policy, the ASF
President has appointed several past
Presidents to, along with himself, assess the
award nominations and duly determine what
awards will be made to whom at the
forthcoming ASF Conference. The Awards
Commission Convenor has forwarded copies
of all current award nominations to the
members of the assessment panel.

During 2018 Graham Pilkington and I
continued to work on OzKarst developing and
refining both the software and its applications
to karst documentation. The number of people
using OzKarst continues to expand. Weidi Koh
from WASG completed 3 days training in the
use and operation of OzKarst. Wedi’s travel
costs were partly met from the CKN
Commission annual budget. The exercise
prove very beneficial to both parties and we
now have someone in WA reasonably
proficient in the use and operation of OzKarst.

Cave Diving

Convenor: Peter Dykes

During the past 12 months the commission has
been working on the following matters:
OzKarst

Completion of the Objectives of the 2009
Statement

Convenors: Tim Payne and Peter
Kraehenbuehl

There are currently no co-ordinated cave
diving exploration projects by ASF - CDG
members. Cave diving exploration continues
by ASF members regionally, including leads in
NSW, notably at Yarrangobilly, Cooleman
Plains and Borenore.

At the Sale Conference in January 2009
Graham Pilkington and I presented a paper
title “Developing an ASF KID for the 21st
Century” which was passed by the ASF at the
Council Meeting. The paper essentially set 3
tasks for the Cave and Karst Numbering
Commission to achieve in the development of
a new generation KID.

During 2018 a review of the Outdoor
Recreation Training Package was initiated by
SkillIQ. This recommended many changes to
the units of competency for caving, including
the deletion of the cave diving units, based on
the units not being taken up by the outdoor
recreation industry. These changes and the
removal of skill sets, such as “caving
instructor” etc, represent a move away from
the needs of community based organisations.
We are monitoring the changes proposed.

1. Develop a uniform localised (state)
input KID database, based on the
KIDSA model.
2. Develop a national GIS database
holding area and outcrop information
to be used in conjunction with the
localised (state) KID displaying feature
information.
3. The localised (state) KID to be suitable
for both field and/or desktop use as
required.

st
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Over the last 10 years Graham and I with help
of many ASF members have worked tireless to
achieve these tasks and I am very pleased to
announce that the current version of OzKarst
achieves all 3 tasks. It is therefore appropriate
that a new set of tasks/objectives be set to
expand the use of OzKarst across all states
with an appropriate vision for its future use in
cave and karst documentation.
I will be running a workshop at the Devonport
Conference to develop a new plan/vision for
the future role of the Commission and OzKarst.
State Roundup for 2017/18
NSW: Documentation using OzKarst happened
in the Blue Mountains, Lithgow-Mudgee,
Lachlan, Macquarie, Shoalhaven and Western
Plains Karst Regions. As NSW State
Coordinator, Peter Dykes continued to
download and enter digital file copies into
OzKarst Library of: all Lishmund et al (1986)
references; referenced & catalogued all Carne
& Jones (1919) and Lishmund locality
numbers; and started collecting digital file
copies of Lishmund thesis references and
maps.

My aim is to have a membership which, while
being small enough to be workable, covers the
whole of the country. I think I have achieved
this.
Membership is:







Grant Elliot (Hills)
Grace Matts
Paul Osbourne (CCC)
Greg Thomas (WASG)
Ric Tunney (STC)
Nicholas White (VSA)

Membership requires intelligence (perhaps)
and a commitment to brevity and speed when
considering commission matters. So far, all the
members have been very fast in responding to
communications. So far, all our decisions have
been made unanimously by consent. As
Commissioner, it has been a pleasure to work
with the other members of the Commission.
Grants

Vic: VSA has not yet appointed a new state
Cave and Karst Numbering Coordinator,
although I am informed by Sue White that the
matter is in hand will be resolved by April 2019.

One formal grant proposal was received and
was accepted. A grant of $638.00 was made to
Cathi Humphrey-Hood (NHVSS) to rent a
satphone and buy drone batteries for a
Nullarbor expedition. It seems the expedition
was very successful and the batteries were
really needed as the drones had trouble
fighting the Nullarbor wind.

NT: Graham, Bob Kershaw and I have started
looking at simplifying the number of cave
areas.

We have had two informal proposals; one was
rejected, and the other was handled by the
ASF Conservation Fund.

SA: The Nullarbor is a constant area of interest
with documentation using OzKarst proceeding.
WA: I have been in contact with WASG
members over a number of issues.

Helictite
Convenor: Susan White

Qld: Peter Bannink wishes to continue doing
the state coordination
Tas: I hope to meet Greg Middleton at the Tas
Conference and improve communication with
him.

Grants
Convenor: Ric Tunney

This report covers from when I took over as
ASF Grants Commissioner in mid-June 2018
till the end of August 2018.
Membership
Two members, Susan White (VSA) and Mark
Sefton (CEGSA) have left the Commission.

st
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The Helictite Commission is separate from the
Publications Commission. When ASF received
Helictite from the Speleological Research
Council (SRC) it was agreed to form a
separate commission to enhance the chances
of the continuation of the journal. The
Commission currently consists of Susan White
(Chair), Greg Middleton (Chief Editor), Tim
Moulds (Editor), Kevin Kiernan (Editor), Grace
Matts (ASF Treasurer) and Glenn Baddeley
(Business Manager). The ASF President is an
ex-officio member. I have chaired the
Commission since the ASF took over Helictite
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in 2000. The Commission has been run in
tandem with the Publications Commission but
is a separate Commission. We unfortunately
lost John Dunkley this year. John had been
involved with Helictite for decades and his
input will be sadly missed.

I want to thank Greg Middleton and his
editorial team in particular for the work they
have done to produce volume 43 on time.

Greg Middleton is Chief Editor and Tim Moulds
and Kevin Kiernan have taken on roles as
editors. I have remained as chair, which is
basically an administration role. Greg has said
very forcefully that he does not want to chair
the commission and I am prepared to continue
to do this at the moment.

Convenor: Tim Moulds

Volume 42 has been ready to be printed for
the subscribers who have paid for some time
but time constraints have prevented this
happening. It has been available on the web
since March 2016 and this will be the last
printed volume; issue number 100!
All further publications will be Open Access
(digital) as agreed a few years ago. Prepublication on the website of finalised papers
will occur. Volume 43 (2017) consisted of two
papers, published on-line March 2017 and
March 2018, together with obituaries for
Edward A. Lane and Robert Wray. The
individual papers and the complete volume are
available for download from the Helictite
website.
There are about 20 copies of Volume 41
(Bullita special volume). We have now two
spare complete sets due to donations and
limited copies of some other volumes are
available from the Chair of the Commission.
Helictite still has enough money to cover
current expenses, but although the cessation
of hard copy printing will result in significant
savings, the production is not cost free.
The scanning of back copies to OCR standard
is still stalled due to time constraints. RMIT and
the Karst Information Portal (based at the
University of South Florida) have both
expressed interest in being involved in this but
I have not had sufficient time to engage in the
detailed discussions with either institution. I do
not want this to become a serious problem
because of not doing the necessary
background work on such matters.
The main issues are to do with time constraints
by volunteers. However the new volunteers
may mean we get a bit more done. Moving
Helictite to Open Access after the production of
Volume 42 assists the continuation, especially
as it is still the only refereed specialist karst
journal in the Australasian region. Thanks to
the members of the Commission for their
involvement.

st
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International Relations

ASF was represented at the EuroSpeleo
conference in Ebensee Austria in August 2018
by me. No other activity has taken place since I
took over from Nicholas White sometime in the
beginning of the year.

Library and Archives
Convenor: Cathy Brown

Apologises for no report. I will organise for an
espeloe or Caves Australia article

Membership
Secretary: Colin Tyrrell

Membership
Membership was relatively stable this year:



24 corporate members (clubs);
979 members (includes 4 Associates
eg ACKMA).

The membership average has probably risen
from around 840 to about 900 if you exclude
the O week students
It was decided to cease the category of Caves
Australia subscribers, as there has been none
for the past 5 years and prior to that only one
for about 5 years
Membership Database
Its primary use is for the ASF to record
members. The email lists operating through the
membership database is used for all official
ASF correspondence. As such it acts as a
vehicle for communications to club contacts
(all-comms), and to individuals (asf-members).
The Membership database is also used for
sending the eSpeleo newsletter to those who
have their email address recorded.
It is also the distribution list of Caves Australia,
which comes as part of ASF membership. With
the electronic version of Caves Australia it is
IMPORTANT that email addresses are current.
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A secondary use is to validate if a person is an
ASF member and covered by insurance.
National Parks and Wildlife Tasmania and WA
Government are the only known non-club
users of this facility.

Publications
Convenor: Susan White

Several clubs use the facility to confirm
whether a visiting member is actually a
financial member of another club.
The main issue to arise this year (again)
continues to be that some clubs have been
slow in updating their member records and
keeping member details current.
I have also noticed that there has been an
increase in the number of incomplete member
details - namely no address or email details, or
the Electronic CA only field is set to yes but
there is no email address. There are currently
about 50 members without an email address in
the database.
This will have an increasing impact with the
move to an electronic version of Caves
Australia with members potentially missing
receiving a copy of Caves Australia, and not
being covered by insurance. Clubs should
update membership data as members pay
their fees.
It should be noted that it is not the
responsibility of either the ASF Treasurer nor
Membership Secretary to update members on
the database for clubs. If, as a club, you are
experiencing problems updating members
please ask for help from the Membership
Secretary
Caves Australia Electronic election.
There are currently about 30% of members
that have not selected an option for Caves
Australia.
The item in the membership database is used
to produce the Caves Australia printing
distribution list. It should be noted that from the
end of 2018 a “not set” selection will be
counted as Electronic only:

One of the reasons for this is the increasing
number of Caves Australia returns. Returned
mail items cost the ASF $$ in payments to
Australia Post. A returned magazine will result
in a change to the “electronic CA only” being
changed to “yes” being made to the
membership record.

st
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The Publications Commission is very complex
and has several aspects: Caves Australia,
eSpeleo, other publications (their production
and sales), management of copyright issues,
publication risk (e.g. libel, slander, plagiarism
etc.) and website content. We survived (just)
the involvement of the Commission in the
publications for the UIS Congress but have
really only just recovered from this.
It is important for ASF clubs to realise that
Caves Australia is just one aspect of this large
and complex commission. As a result of this
complexity the Chair relies on a number of
people to undertake particular roles, e.g.
editing CA, production of CA, editing and
producing eSpeleo, sales of publications,
website management… If anyone of the
volunteers is unable to continue, their role falls
back to the Chair, who is not always able to
fully undertake the tasks nor find a
replacement easily. Also, I have been Chair of
this commission since January 2005 and I
would like to hand it on. Alan Jackson has
volunteered to take on the Publications
Commission. Thank you Alan!
Caves Australia
Caves Australia has revived this past year
under Alan Jackson’s care and #203, 204, 205
and 206 have been produced in 2018. There
are still too few people who write articles for
CA and if members want CA to continue as an
excellent journal they need to write for it.
CA has been available digitally but the take up
of this is slow and has been generally under
15% of the ASF membership. This needs to
increase to assist in being able to publish high
quality colour photos without the high cost of
printing. Therefore, the decision is to make the
default distribution electronic. There is no plan
to make Caves Australia exclusively electronic.
From January 2019, individual members and
affiliated clubs will have the option of receiving
CA in printed form but must indicate their
preference in the membership database to
receive hard copy. From January 2019 the
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default (unmarked position of ‘— not set —’)
will result in that person receiving an electronic
copy only. Clubs will need to indicate this to
their membership. This will mean that clubs
must keep the membership database as up to
date as possible as the link to the digital
version will be sent via the email addresses
listed in the membership database. The clubs
have a responsibility to keep this as up to date
as possible.
The cost of printing and posting hard copies is
prohibitive and increasing. and digital
publishing does mean that our subscriptions
can go to furthering the needs of speleology in
the 21st century. Nevertheless, those who
want hard copy need to make sure that this is
registered in the membership database. A
detailed version of this is included in CA #206.
The digital archiving (scanned editions) of the
previous issues of all ASF Newsletters,
Australian Caver and Caves Australia is
complete and the entire collection is available
on the website via:
http://cavesaustralia.caves.org.au/archive.
Current copies of Caves Australia are at
http://cavesaustralia.caves.org.au.
eSpeleo
eSpeleo is very successful in informing
members in a timely manner of a range of
matters including events. Ian Binnie has
continued as editor and has generated 4
issues of ESpeleo in 2018. Please keep the
information flowing to him on activities, notices,
ads etc. Please email material to:
espeleo2018(at)binnie.id.au but please do not
include large files as these are unsuitable for
eSpeleo and clog his mail box!
Website
The website is generally managed by Colin
Tyrrell and has performed well with minimal
downtime this year. Colin has attempted to
apply all update requests within a 72 hour turn
around which was mostly achieved. Most
changes have been small relating to updating
existing data e.g. contact details on the
officer’s page, or updated commission
documents e.g. insurance schedules. Updated
material for the commissions is gradually being
submitted. Please remember that some editing
of material is sometimes necessary. The
overall review of content that was planned for
2018 has been unable to be done due to lack
of time. It is planned for 2019.

Other Publication Sales
Cath Hemley has undertaken this role in 2018
very successfully. The PayPal facility is
generally working well. We continue to have
some problems with stock control. The order
form and sales notice on the website under
Publications has largely solved the problem of
supplying the small number of sales enquiries
but needs updating. The issue of storage of
large quantities of printed material continues to
need attention. Not everyone has space for the
storage of large numbers of boxes of books for
significant periods of time.
The sales of the Wee Jasper book continue to
be a success and we have plenty of stock. The
Jenolan book is virtually out of print (we only
have few copies left) and we do not intend to
reprint. The New South Wales Karst Atlas (The
Documentation System) only sold a couple this
year, but we have less than half the stock left.
Caves, People and Land: Sandstone Caves of
the Blue Mountains and Sydney Region by
John Dunkley has moved very slowly. These
publications are available from the ASF are
listed on the website’s Publications page and
can be purchased from the Publications Sales
Officer, via asf.caves.sales(at)gmail.com.
The protocol set up to oversee the process of
the production of various monographs will
stand us in good stead, but the financial
success of these is very limited and the
business case for producing more is currently
poor. Nevertheless there is potential in
publications to further the aims of ASF with the
general public, but more people need to be
involved with writing stuff. We still get material
where people have spent a lot of time on
layout that is stripped out anyway as layout
programs generally need plain text. Photos
and diagrams need to be high quality, sources
acknowledged and grammatical mistakes
corrected. Good editing is a very real
component of publication and the Commission
is not prepared to back the publication of
material we have not had professionally edited.
As well, I periodically hear of errors in book X
or Y. If errors exist the Commission needs
more than just a ‘there are serious errors’
statement. A much more detailed list with
pages and explanation of why it is incorrect is
needed. Errata can be printed and inserted if
necessary.
Copyright
There are several issues about copyright that
the ASF Executive needs to be aware of and
maybe assist with. The ASF is a member of
the Copyright Agency (CAL). In general we use

st
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the principles of the Creative Commons licence
and authors keep copyright allowing others to
use and copy it. For details on what this entails
visit https://creativecommons.org.au/. The
copyright statement on the ASF website for
material is now appropriate but will be updated
when the review of content of the website is
undertaken.
We want people to use our codes not be put
off by overly legal language, whilst still
acknowledging our copyright. On a related
matter, it is my considered opinion that ASF
members should not have to seek formal
approval to use the codes; they are their codes
after all. They should include the copyright
statement with anything printed/published but
permission is gratuitous. On the other hand,
outside organizations that wish to use our
codes should seek permission if it is being
incorporated into their material and this
includes all Government agencies.
Publications is a big commission and it does
take quite lot of time and effort but it is a
rewarding task, especially when we see the
finished results out in the public arena. It is a
Commission which requires time to do the
various jobs of overseeing the various tasks
and finding people to do them including
succession planning. I have been asking for
people for specific jobs e.g. compilation of the
events calendars for Caves Australia and
eSpeleo, but had no response at all.
I would like to thank all the members of the
Commission for all the work they have put in
this year. These sincere thanks are specifically
to Alan Jackson, Ian Binnie, Cath Hemley, Ian
Curtis, Greg Middleton, Colin Tyrrell for their
work on the Commission, and a more general
thanks to those who have written articles for
Caves Australia and submitted material to
eSpeleo.

Safety, Leadership and Risk
Management
Convenor: Darren Brooks
Apologises for no report. Family matters have
taken precedence.

Special Interest Groups
ASF Cave Diving Group
Peter Kraehenbuehl
See Cave Diving Commission report.
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Judbarra-Gregory Karst SIG
Chairperson: Mark Sefton

This year a group of 15 SIG members,
including two new participants, took part in the
annual expedition to the Judbarra-Gregory
National Park in July. In terms of cave
passages mapped it was one of the most
productive yet, with over 14 km of survey being
carried out. While some of this work entailed
remapping of sections of cave that had been
visited previously, this remapping resulted in
the discovery of a considerable amount of
cave not shown on earlier maps. Most of our
efforts were focussed on two karst blocks, the
Southern and Northern Karst. In addition, a
few trips were run to the Bullita System in the
Central Karst and to a largely unexplored block
just north-west of the Berks Backyard section
of the Bullita System.
The Southern Karst
The Southern Karst block is approximately
three kilometres from north-east to south-west
and is several hundred metres wide. It includes
two major cave systems – the Prometheus
System to the east (comprising Prometheus,
Atlantis, Two Fishes and Claymore Caves plus
several others) and a second system to the
west which we have now named the Tesseract
System. Tesseract includes BAA29, BAA30,
BAA108, Scout Cave, Trenches Cave and
Firestick Cave. The Southern Karst also
contains several smaller caves not yet
connected to the two major systems.
A seven day ‘out-camp’ based close to the
BAA29 entrance served as a base for much of
the surveying in the Southern Karst. In BAA29
some higher grade remapping revealed many
areas of new passage and to the immediate
south-west a narrow offshoot which includes
the BAA30 entrance was further extended by
several hundred metres. Detailed mapping in
these areas is incomplete and mapping work
here should continue in 2019. To the east,
Firestick Cave was extended into low drains
that continued in a maze for over one hundred
metres. The cave was also extended to the
northwest, with a short but large passage.
Further south, several trips added considerably
to Scout Cave and Trench Cave which were
found just last year and, despite the former
cave being confined within a fairly small patch
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of karst, there is still more to do here too.
Finally in BAA108, which is connected to Scout
Cave to the east and BAA29 to the north, a
detailed survey of a major ‘mezzanine’ level
and all the surrounding main level passages
was completed and upper to lower level
connections were tied in at multiple points.
The passage length of the Tesseract System
now stands at 24.5 km and we hope to add
substantially to this next year.
Moebius Cave, discovered in 2017, was
extended and joined to the Prometheus
System. The Prometheus System is now in
excess of 57 km, and continues to be the
second longest cave in Australia.
A connection between the Prometheus and
Tesseract systems remains elusive, but the
gap between the two has been shortened to
approx. 50 m. A connection would create a
system well in excess of 80 km and it is not
beyond the realms of possibility that the
Southern Karst could ultimately contain
Australia’s second cave system of over 100 km
– the first being the Bullita system in the
Central Karst block. Effigy Cave, which lies just
off the north-east corner of Tesseract but is so
far unconnected to any of its neighbours, was
extended with the discovery of an eastern
entrance, requiring 2 days of mapping. More
discoveries are also possible in this cave,
which is now almost a kilometre in length.
Northern Karst
The Northern Karst contains the Dingo Cave
System and a number of smaller caves further
east and north that are unlikely to be
connected to Dingo. The Dingo System was
previously explored and mapped by members
of the Top End Speleological Society (TESS)
and the largest chambers and passages there
dwarf any others in the park but the map
remained incomplete as members of TESS
moved out of the Northern Territory and the
group finally folded. Last year a group of our
members revisited part of Dingo while looking
for possible connections to caves further east
and were so impressed by what they saw that
a return this year was included in our planning.
This year, older surveying in Dingo Cave was
assessed, and several days were spent by
several teams upgrading the map, with the
discovery and mapping of many previously
unmapped side passages. This work is
ongoing. Meanwhile, a substantial area of
karst that is west of and contiguous with the
Dingo Karst but which contained no previously
known cave passages was investigated. A new
entrance led to a new cave named Points of
Light - a complex cave on two levels, the lower
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being a maze of large passages, above which
a spacious mezzanine level in the upper shale
band was discovered. Several days were
spent mapping 1580 m of passage, with
several additional entrances found and many
leads remaining by the end of this year’s trip. A
connection to Dingo next year seems assured
and, with the combined length of Dingo and
Points of Light already now over 46.6 km, it is
likely that The Dingo System will eventually
exceed 50 km.
Surveying also began on two more northern
karst caves, Rummage Cave (830 m of
passage mapped) and Jigsaw Cave (555 m of
passage mapped). Work in both caves is
incomplete and we plan to return to these
caves in 2019 to continue work there.
Central Karst
Although
prospects
for
further
major
discoveries in the Bullita System are limited
there are still many internal sections within the
cave where exploration and mapping are
incomplete or where survey errors need to be
corrected. This year we completed mapping an
area in the southern part of the Neighbours
Block and discovered a significant amount of
upper level development that is only rarely
seen in the Bullita System, possibly because
this level is not easily accessible. We also
completed a full resurvey of North SOGS at the
opposite end of the system, eliminating a bad
blunder, and finding a new passage there.
Although these trips only added a few hundred
metres to Bullita, they tidied up a number of
outstanding loose ends. An updated length for
the Bullita System has yet to be calculated but
is in around 124 km.
Finally, two of our more intrepid members went
to the ‘Forgotten Block’ a large block of karst
just north-west of Berks Backyard. The karst
here is badly degraded and little in the way of
caves have been found there in the past. This
year, a new cave was discovered here and
there are hopes that further investigations
might yet be rewarded with more finds.
At the Annual General Meeting, held at Bullita
towards the end of the expedition, Mark Sefton
(CEGSA), Megan Pryke (SUSS) and Ian
Barnard (VSA) were re-elected to the SIG
Committee as Chairman, Secretary and
Mapping
Coordinator
respectively.
Phil
Maynard (SUSS), Peter Freeman (VSA) and
Alan Pryke (SUSS) were also elected as
Committee members.
I thank Alan Pryke and Peter Freeman for their
contributions to this report.
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Committee Reports

ASF Membership Database
http://membership.caves.org.au

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Cultural Committee

Save Cliefden Caves
http://savecliefdencaves.caves.org.au

No report received.

Speleo2017 Congress
https://www.speleo2017.com

Conference Committees

Site on newer surveying technologies
http://speleo-lidarium.caves.org.au

No report received

Membership Database

Information Technology Systems
ASF System Admin: Mike Lake

The following is a brief report on the ASF
Information Technology systems that assist the
ASF in the operation of its business. It should
be noted that the ASF has IT requirements
similar to that of a small sized business.
Currently Hosted Sites
The following are the clubs or state based
groups that have sites hosted by the ASF.
Nearly all are secure https sites.
Blue Mountains Speleo Club
https://bmsc.caves.org.au
Canberra Speleological Society
http://css.caves.org.au
http://www.canberraspeleos.org.au
Illawarra Speleological Society
https://iss.caves.org.au
Orange Speleological Society
https://oss.caves.org.au
Rover Speleo Society
https://rss.caves.org.au
Sydney University Speleological Society
https://suss.caves.org.au
NSW Speleo Council
https://nswsc.caves.org.au
Flinders University Speleological Society
https://fussi.caves.org.au
The following are ASF and other sites:
Caves Australia
http://cavesaustralia.caves.org.au
ASF Executive
http://exec.caves.org.au
Helictite
http://helictite.caves.org.au
Karst Index Database
http://kid.caves.org.au/kid
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This is at http://membership.caves.org.au. This
allows participating clubs to maintain their
membership lists, calculate ASF Membership
fees, and email their members. The
Membership Database also hooks into our
email system and allows clubs to email all their
members.
Email Services
In July and August 2018 delivery of the ASF
email aliases had significant problems as
emails from caves.org.au were getting blocked
by ISPs (Internet Service providers like Telstra,
iiNet, Google, Microsoft and others). This had
occurred last year leading up to the
Speleo2017 congress but had been resolved.
The problem reoccurred however, during the
Thai cave rescue in July, probably because the
ASF publicity attracted more spammers.
The cause of this was that the email aliases
were automatically forwarded to the recipients,
e.g asfinfo(at)caves.org.au and then got
forwarded to individual recipient email
addresses. That forwarding also included any
SPAM that got sent to an ASF email alias. We
have spam filters that remove most of the
spam and we subscribe to up-to-date spam
lists but the enormous amount of spam we
were getting meant that the ISPs of the
recipients are still seeing spam as coming from
caves.org.au and so they put us on a blocked
list.
That meant that Mike Lake or David Connard
had to fill in forms to contact Microsoft, Google,
iiNet, Telstra and other ISPs to get ourselves
unblocked. Those 34 email aliases, forwarding
emails to their recipients that had served us
well for over a decade, have now been shut
down.
The ASF moved to Google Gmail addresses
(e.g.
asf.cave.rescue.commission(at)gmail.com) as
Google has the resources to more effectively
filter spam than we have.
We are still maintaining some email aliases for
the Speleo2017 Committee
(@speleo2017.com emails).
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The Karst Index Database
This is still operational at
http://kid.caves.org.au/kid.
No current updating activity but it is used
regularly.
The ASF Servers
The above sites and services are hosted
across three virtual servers provided by US
server hosting company Linode
(https://www.linode.com). One machine hosts
most of the clubs, another machine hosts the
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major applications like the KID and the
membership database and the third is a test
machine for testing updates and software.
Backups of the two production servers are
done nightly and sent to another server owned
by an entirely separate company, Rsync.net
(https://www.rsync.net).
The total cost per month for these servers and
backup is approximately AU$75.00. The
servers and backups are managed by Mike
Lake.
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Appendix 2 – ASF Members Contact List 2018
ASF is incorporated in the ACT
PO Box 388 BROADWAY NSW 2007
More information on club websites and email contacts can be sourced at:
https://www.caves.org.au/caves-and-clubs/state-clubs

Corporate Members
Australian Capital Territory
Canberra Speleological Society Inc.
PO Box 156
Curtin ACT 2605

National University Caving Club
c/o ANU Sport and Recreation Association
ANU Building 19,
North Road
Acton, ACT 0200

New South Wales
Blue Mountains Speleological Club
PO Box 551
Hazelbrook, NSW, 2779

Kempsey Speleological Society
PO Box 31
Kempsey NSW 2440

Cavers and Adventurers of the Snowy
Mountains
Contact- Michael Larkin
32/41 Lawrenson Circuit Jacka ACT 2914

Metropolitan Speleological Society
PO Box 178
Thornleigh NSW 2120

Central West Caving Group
605 Jaunter Rd
Jaunter NSW 2787

Newcastle and Hunter Valley Speleological
Society Inc.
PO Box 15
Broadmeadow NSW 2292

Highland Caving Group
PO Box 54
Georges Hall NSW 2194

Orange Speleological Society
PO Box 752
Orange NSW 2800

Hills Speleology Club Ltd.
3 Heights Place
Hornsby Heights NSW 2077

Rover Speleological Society of NSW
c/o 22/102 Crimea Road
Marsfield NSW 2122

Illawarra Speleological Society Inc.
PO Box 94
Unanderra NSW 2526

Sydney University Speleological Society
PO Box 3318
Redfern NSW 2016

Queensland
Chillagoe Caving Club Inc.
PO Box 92
Cairns Qld 4870

South Australia
Cave Exploration Group South Australia Inc.
PO Box 144
Rundle Mall
SA 5000
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Flinders University Speleological Society
Alan Mitchell Sports Centre
Flinders One
Flinders University
GPO Box 2100
Adelaide SA 5001
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Tasmania
Mole Creek Caving Club Inc
PO Box 209
Mole Creek TAS 7304

Southern Tasmanian Caverneers Inc.
PO Box 416
Sandy Bay TAS 7006

Northern Caverneers Inc.
PO Box 315
Launceston TAS 7250

Victoria
Victorian Speleological Association Inc.
GPO Box 5425CC
Melbourne Vic 3001

Western Australia
Cavers Leeuwin Inc
P.O. Box 1192
Margaret River WA 6285

Western Australian Speleological Group Inc.
PO Box 67
Nedlands WA 6909

Speleological Research Group of Western
Australia
PO Box 1611
East Victoria Park WA 6981

Provisional Members
Associates
Landforms and Rehabilitation Team
(NSW NP&WS, OEH)
PO Box 2267
Bathurst NSW 2795

Wellington Caves
Caves Rd
Wellington NSW 2820

NSW Cave Rescue Squad
PO Box 66
Westmead NSW 2145

ASF Special Interest Groups

Karst Conservancies

ASF Cave Diving Group

KarstWatch (Mole Creek)

ASF Judbarra-Gregory Karst Research Group
C\- Chairperson, Mark Sefton
C\- PO Box 144,
Rundle Mall, SA 5000
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